Cargo handling is safer and more productive with the NEW Kold Kart. **Turn the page to learn more!**

**What is Kold Kart?**

The Kold Kart is a tarmac dolly that provides refrigeration for perishable cargo from the airline warehouse door to the aircraft ramp.

**The NEW Kold Kart makes handling safer and easier**

- Load LD7, LD2, LD3, and skids with the multi directional ball transfer floor
- Options to load and unload cargo through the back and/or side door
- Air ride suspension allows faster towing speed on the tarmac
- Linkable with other dry cargo and baggage carts

Contact Bryce Barler at bryce@tfslax.com or David Tofflemire at davetoff@tfslax.com
Kold Kart Attracts Fresh Cargo Like a Magnet

Cargo doors can be secured with locks and/or tamper-evident seals.

Flexible access from the side and rear doors.

Ball transfer floor accepts ULDs and skids.

Electric or diesel power options with remote temperature control.

Designed to keep pace with the speed and volume of operations on the tarmac.